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ABSTRACT

Mystical works, it reflects a significant example of the image, and the idea of the eternal into account. Without a doubt Quran topmost sample, and excelled all mystical texts available. The bird and fly, including concepts that the Lord, in different places, it is used to refer to the capacity of human existence. Birds accident that, implicitly release the soul from the bondage of the flesh and the flesh. None of the mystical traditions, and the flying wing, is not easy. The seeker should in the long term, the purification of their souls, to achieve competence in the wings. The common people, birds, caused the apparent meaning Hoopoe mind, four birds, Bird, which gives his life, did not stop the search for deeper meaning. Thus, the interpretation of Ibn Arabi, the decoding of the word "Bird" believe, to find out whether these instances of human long journey to find his wings and fly like birds, ultimately, to the sky, excellence and perfection implies or No?
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INTRODUCTION

Sufis believe that all sensible phenomena of the world, the divine and eternal pattern, and the material effects and the shadow of the spiritual world. In fact, the mystical works can be reflected in a significant example of the image, and the idea of the eternal into account. No doubt the Quran example, the pattern of all mystical texts available. Interpretation attributed to Ibn Arabi, which encompasses all of the Quran, the sermon is full of literary and mystical terms, begins. The author also mentions his familiarity with the history of the Qur'an, citing the words of the Prophet peace against Allah, the Quran and the heart is noon, noon to interpret and purpose of his heart, and that the interpretation of the expression vote of interpretation, his understanding the verses stated.

Bird's sense of lightness and freedom from gravity, suggests. Birds symbolize the spiritual steps, and step are superior. The purpose of this paper is to examine the bird symbol in some Surah Qur'an. You may select the hoopoe, the story of Solomon is not by accident, or because God asked Abraham, he would take four birds slaughtered now, and then call to be alive, or revive a clay sculpture of a bird, a miracle of Jesus is not unreasonable. As the bird by the wing, from the ground to the sky, the man to help conduct the wings, the world takes full Alavi. It seems, in all these cases the word "Bird" refers to the ability of human potential that, Able during the journey to self-discovery, and God has, like birds, drawn from the soil to fill the heavens, to reach the highest level of excellence. In this regard, the definition of the key and start interpreting the symbols are the bird, and then extracted examples from the text, the term used to decode and interpret, and explain its interpretation of the view of Ibn Arabi.

Password and interpretation

Experience the world of sanctity and divinity perceived something strange and unfamiliar, and its expression is non-military system of signs Language, and takes the word elements of the language of the soul of the myth takes over, and the status of signs and symbols which, translating the whole of man's creation and life history human, because the code window of consciousness, sacred to the world of fashion and opens a strange experience. Password expression of holiness (myth), and its manifestation in the sentence, as well as a special token of deep soul, and it is considered divine, while acting very superficial, trivial and mundane have assumed (Sattari, 2006: 15 16).
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Belief in the unseen, that the sensory world, the shadow of the universe, and that finally gives every appearance to the inner traced (Sattari, 1993: 144-145). One of the most important elements of crypto processor, mystical texts. Encrypt opinions about a "notation", and "spacing" is. As a tool for understanding, and understanding the meaning of far-fetched (ibid : 62). What is the secret of the known world, and can be downloaded and experienced through the senses, to say nothing of the unknown and invisible, or in its conventional sense and refers to the concept of direct, provided that this is pointed out based on a contract, the concept is unique and decisive concept that has not been considered. So we can find a clue to the mystery of the invisible reality, indeed. (Poornamdarian, 1996: 22).

Scholar Ibn Arabi manifestation of God, the creation of the mind and body active. Active in the realm of fantasy.

Things need to be coded Interpretation are. If the data in an intuitive and rational, have become the key to credibility and the credibility thing beyond their apparent value, which refers to the mysterious, consider, and they need to know the universe of interpretation independent Plantation finds, loses his cheek expression transparency and separation between God and creation fails, the notion that the theologians of the relationship between God and creation; the fantasy that does not crypto processor can only unrealistic Affairs create (Corbin, 2005: 293-294). Thus the importance of passwords, we realized the wisdom of Ibn Arabi.

Doctor Poorjavadi, terms of symbolic and mystical poetry with symbolic words of the Qur'an, measured and stated that, Codified knowledge of the meanings of words in both languages, by definition, not possible. We used subjective meanings of these words veil that prevents the discovery of facts. That way, we explore the meanings encoded in the language of the Quran, and have only the gloss is in Sofia (Poorjavadi, 1991: 37).

Interpreting, translating the word or sign, or spirit to its original position. Everything in this world picture, and Reflect the principle that the universe is life, so things are a symbol of the universe, and the interpretation and require human interpretation, the meaning of his return to the world of meaning, that of Inanimate souls go to heaven. Referred ascending man, and his demise is referred ascending speaks in silence, revelation and inspiration in a blackout occurs, and truly eloquent and more sacred language, the language of revelation and inspiration (Mohammadi Asiaabadi, 2008: 54):

Be silent, the right to hear the revelation of

Hundreds of thousands of lives, the revelation Goya

The word becomes a sign and symbol of the word. The most important feature of a word mark, indicating that the signified. The main feature of the power symbol, associated with the imaginary (ibid: 75). Object of the world known symbol that refers to something unknown world. When you sign up symbol, which signifies something in this world, and this was symbolized by a valve that opens to the invisible world (ibid: 79). In the process of interpretation, the sign of the phase space, we get closer to the stage, symbol, and transparency means less than, greater transparency in the symbols are minimized (ibid: 80).

**Bird symbol** *(Birds)*

For Ibn Arabi "bird", the thoughts are bright, light and airy living soul Are illuminated that, on the wings of enthusiasm and commitment to the presence of the fly, (Saidi, 2005: 495). Symbols of flying birds to come in contact with heaven and earth. The Greek word for bird synonyms, a sign or message the sky. Bird of lightness and freedom, the gravity would suggest. Bird as a symbol of the divine, the earthly being can be guaranteed. Even the birds needed the spiritual symbol, icon and symbol phase angles are superior. In Islam, birds, angels are specifically icon. Logic Conference of the Birds in the Quran refers to the language of the angels, and the meaning of spiritual knowledge. Among the signs of our birds are singing creation (Shovaliah, 2008: 196-198).

The wisdom of Molana poems resemble feathers, and says, Woe to those who have bird wings, and no. Reason feathers as a person and not everyone is rational adult, you must acquire wisdom that guided his grace (Kheirieh, 2005: 248).

Woe to those who ill-grown bird feathers

Jumps and falls on him at risk
Man’s reason and fairy wings
Since no reason, intellect leadership (6/4074 to 4075)
The Bible says that He (Noah), male and female of each animal pairs, placed on his ship. The ship had three floors. The lower floor of the four end, middle class, for men, for birds upstairs.
This division is hidden references to the need to move towards the target animal soul (which is likened to the beast) on the underside of the floor, the bottom of it should be, he does not, then humanity and we, the middle class. After passing through the floor to place the bird that symbolizes the spirit of excellence are reached.
In Islamic mysticism, one of the most symbolic meanings of bird, spirit or soul of man, which means that the soul If you think that the winged essence, to deny that the world is his native land, fly. Giving wings to the spirit or soul is very old code, and there are numerous examples. For example, Plato says that a part of the wing, the other members are closer to God (Aflatoonian, 1983: 81). What natural feature, gravitate a heaven, and kill people there.

Wing
Wings Flight foremost symbol, a symbol of style and out of the body. Flying bird that is incident to implicit release of the soul from the bondage of the flesh and the flesh. None of the mystical traditions, and the flying wing is not easy. The seeker must at long periods, and risky to pay purification of the soul, the spiritual and the wing to achieve competence. From this point, we find that, because of the angels who are the epitome of spiritual evolution, wings (Shovaliah, 1999: 57).
Birds implicitly, the release of the soul from the bondage of the flesh, and the flesh of his situation. The appeal of religions, which means spirit in the sky flying or traveling around the earth, in addition to all the esoteric traditions, and states of mystical ecstasy and trance involves climbing the heavens. On the other hand, the ability to fly, and power up the sky above the symbolical expression of the human spirit, and charts to achieve the ultimate reality.
The theme of the Ascension with rope, tree or ladder of universal expressions of holiness, is (Zomorodi, 2009: 11-12). Henry Corbin believes that, despite the strangeness going on in our celestial companion bird, is a supernatural character, Our leader, we are in the shelter, and gives us inspiration (Shayegan, 1992: 279).
In the following verses of Molana obviously birds, is considered a symbol of the perfect man:
We all have a servant Duck
We all know the language of the Sea
Sea Solomon came after us like bird
We are forever in Solomon garlic (6/3788)
Also in this house full of people, has been likened to a bird:
But not worthy of sea water bird
Understanding and God knows what is right (3/3388)
And in this verse means of waterfowl, mystics, and Molana says that on the day they sacrificed captives sensuality, mystics like a ship on the Seaway Doom, will be floating (Kheirieh, 2005: 239).
Such as water fowl, the day Slaughter
Such mental ships on the ocean (6/1877)
Birds in the final analysis the symbol, the story of the man in the cage body and the material world are recounted.
Symbols that are obtained from the flight of birds, highlights the King and the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and the world. Poornamdarian doctor believes that, on paper, birds appear to be susceptible population airline, flight Barriers to
During their other journey, to join the king himself (Poornamdarian, 2005: 349).
Explaining the spirit of the iconic winged bird of his eyes, the shape of the wings of the Angel Gabriel appeared unto Ghazali and Attar in Phoenix (in the Qur’an, in the story of Solomon the hoopoe); however, the logic of the Conference of the Birds Phoenix, God is clearly a dynamic symbol, a reminder of the Hadith Qodsi “who knows himself knows his Lord has” is. The doctor
said Shafie kadkani, "Phoenix Boundless secret of the divine nature" (Attar, 2004: 168). Despite the Quran, the Phoenix name are not included, but for the approximation of the mind, we've started with the Phoenix, the mythical world of literature has always been human perfectionism.

**Simurgh**

Identify man with a bird's better than anywhere in the Phoenix mystical myths and applications, can be seen in Persian literature. Phoenix is a symbol of mysticism linking opposites. Phoenix's "Chicken Man" are known.

Winged man and password "reservation of humanity," but the essence of humanity, he molded the wisdom of wisdom, and the pharmacology. This means that human Light-hearted and Secret familiar arrested and remedial and rescue department. Undoubtedly, such a person (the speaker chicken), can fly like a bird in the world Alavi. (Sattari, 1993: 134).

Doctor Govharin, after careful and thorough review of the Phoenix, the mythical and mystical culture and stated that, at the Phoenix Attar "The grace of God is the source of existence or presence (Attar, 1992: 315). All efforts chicken to reach the Phoenix lead to an understanding of ourselves, and that is why the lines, emphasizing that:

*When you come here thirty birds
  The mirror will find thirty there
  The half-witted and fifty chickens coming back
  Open the curtains of his
  Although you've been to
  See themselves and they’ve seen (Logic Conference of the Birds poems, 4275-4278).*

All of these cases suggests that the birds are not in the realm of the absolute truth, but the truth of the Phoenix "is added to the right of individual or personal paste chicken, the embodiment of their talent and ideas, to understand the truth and the truth is a manifestation of the divine breath superior Their (Poornamdarian, 2005: 110-111).

*Since you became aware of Secrets
  To devote himself to the task right now
  When you get in the chicken all
  You have the right to remain not state and peace (Conference of the Birds logic lines, 680-681).*

**Prophet Soleiman and the hoopoe**

Hoopoe in mystical writings, one as a spiritual guide, applying it to the most sensitive and finest form, the logic see Conference of the Birds of Attar's masterpiece. He recalled that the birds of the world know that the king himself, were astonished to find he had set up a forum. Hoopoe in the beginning of the story "step of faith," and the "officer of the truth" on its head, a bird that "in the name of god in beak", and the "use of" and "peak disappears" (Attar, 2009: 263). It features the voices of religious myth interactive him, the displays. Also in terms of the actors in the story of sound, and his reputation is a guide to birds, and role in advancing the foundation color, and finally in the field of hypertext according to the values that surrounds him and the context Gnostic text, the symbol of the old man. In the story, the hoopoe bird was just that, would the water, the Solomon show.

*Watch the climax with the certainty
  I see water in the depths of the earth (1/1217)*

Hoopoe symbolizes the idea of thinking, not just hidden treasures, finds it's way to the obstacles and animals (Shovaliah, 2009: 526-528).

*Hasher and Solomon soldiers from the jinn and humans and birds, and they distribute (Naml / 17).*

*Hasher and Solomon soldiers from Jen Wham powers and Alco and the reasons for them, and Forget senses phenomenon, and bird Alohas power by harnessing the wind and fancy shedding by virtue of Practical Reason, sitting on a chair chest, placed on shelves mood moderate understanding of handing out the last of the first of them locked up and stopping the appropriate*
mental opinion does not apply excessive each other and not to delay alienating (Ibn Arabi, 2002, Vol. 2: 115).

Ibn Arabi, poultry servant and above all, the hoopoe in the story of Solomon, to paraphrase her spiritual forces which, His passion is to prevail. The causes of Solomon, from extremes of escape. As noted above, because of the wings and the flying bird symbol, a symbol of freedom from gravity and reach the soil is in the heavens. Solomon, to overcome his inner forces, to the highest degree of excellence and perfection comes, the God of his power, the poultry interpretation that serves Solomon. Excelled all the birds, which refers to the common hoopoe, letters and "Hoda" guidance notes, adds to the depth of meaning. Attar's Conference of the Birds Hoopoe in logic, as Master and led directly to the conclusion that, would the relationship between bird symbol, and reach perfection.

And lose the bird said, what I do not see the Hoopoe mother was of absentees (20/27)

"And lose if the bird powers Roughen Hoopoe lost power because of the strength Move whether in illusion Were Submissive and Move Gaul but Move, and not be Move unless the mind to Submissive severe suffering Baler Also and prevent them from Submissive and adapted for Anal or Zhan Bazaar to come to me with authority shown or become Moan mind for clarity essence and Nor4 well itself comes Bathed Alb,4n in Here move (Ibn Arabi, 2002, vol. 2: 106).

In the Qur'an, the bird as a messenger between Solomon and the Queen of Sheba saying goes. Hoopoe as a harbinger of many legends is present. Farid el-Din Attar's Conference of the Birds logic poet tells that, all the birds of the world in search of the king, and the hoopoe Pathfinder their journey began. He introduces his peak disappears, and the officer who had the truth on its head described. This bird is a symbol of the journey of the soul journey, in search of divinity (Shovaliah, 1999: 526-528).

Abraham and birds poultry paste Ernie four Vase fireproof bag They Alamo Rumen my heart Littman fireproof Yes calumniates Rb my thigh Conference of the Birds of the mountain Ali Mohan Jazz's Ail Fran clicking Aden Yutan Say Vale Allah is Mighty, the Wise (Bagharch / 260).

Four of the thigh bird said: four forces that prevent him from the shrine, witnesses' testimonies and life. And it was said was Tawoos and grappa and Hamm. In, Volta’s is the wonder, and Lad lust, and Raven diligence, and Balham love of the world accustomed to and rah and its tower. And it seems that it Bt reference to bulimia mostly by professions and seizure and prevent them from going out to the request for the same, and the tendency to. And it was said is that slaughtered and plucked feathers and mixed meat and blood, percussion and saves their heads with him, ie prevents them for their actions and to remove bodies from the self, and suppresses the reasons for them and natures and habits Baler, and remains its assets in which ""Then Mark on each Mount any part of them: from the mountains that Board, and Algeria are the elements that are pillars of his body, ie: Omaha and nation until there are only assets Alma in your presence and material natures stomach in which elements.

Where mountains, for they indicate to Member Saba body parts that are then Adherent ie: if you forget it her life was non- Mistily, and Hack Mona to accept your order, if you killed her alive life Aloha Alcoholic after the yard and Correction. And becomes is not her life, a life of self- to order call effort and know that Allah is Mighty, Gala to conquer souls Hakim rah-rah not only. And can be induced to cram beasts and birds, and on this making parts of the mountains Nags body by praying and going to him and him Sea orientation to human after the Resurrection (Ibn Arabi, 2002, vol. 1: 87).

In verse 260 of Sura Baqarah, the God of Abraham is a 4 birds slaughtered and cut into pieces and ... Ibn Arabic the four birds, to paraphrase his four forces that prevented him from seeing the real life, and they peacock, cock, crows and pigeons are. Peacock symbol of arrogance, rooster symbol of lust, crow, raven and the dove is the symbol of love, because it is his interest in birds. The purpose is to kill them, four printing from going to ban you Pleasure. And to the fact that Abraham, kill them, flesh and blood together Interlaced, and withhold their heads, that they prohibit their temperaments, their desires and habits of austerity, the but the fact remains that what happens to him. That is human nature and human desires, but all of them under its control. Calling interpretation is that, when their ship, then you are living a real life, then you live the life you find temperaments, not with his life absolutely, under which you are placed.
It can be seen, one of the manifestations of human excellence bird. What wisdom is found in chicken?, nothing later than the chicken, and it is more difficult to kill (Neyshaboori, 2010: 139). And the official recognition of the soul, the human excellence is also not easily achieved. Although the names of the four poultry, not mentioned in the Qur'anic allusions, people have different interpretations of them, and with so many of them, however, are exactly the qualities sensual aspects of reading. Molana them the peacock, cock crow calls and disadvantages, relations with the epitome of greed, lust symbol cock, peacock blue symbol secret desires and ambitions, and Long and kill those who, by virtue of the tip of the Qur'an as Abraham, the God wants to restore the Death to show him, and told him ask of God, for you to take the chicken out and ripped the combine, and to rehabilitate them, read them again, see does, in fact, the secret of reviving the dead animal soul, just by killing and beheading completed and all its manifestations are considered four hens obtained. Khalil fact that, apart from the secret prophecy are perfect order, and the Caliph of God, for the world to create new life, beyond the life of the owners of the animal population, will be completed, in spite of their to kill and destroy, as part of their new life achieved (Zarrinkoob, 2003: 321-322). The lesson to God, to bring prestige to their creation and Closed (Neyshaboori, 2003: 140).

In these verses, the Molana four condemned man's temperament, has been likened to a variety of birds. These four characteristics are: greed, lust, ambition and hopes baseless and said, O man, if you want eternal life, to the four chicken tiger ugly head, and then they're alive. Instead, the greed for wealth, greed in the acquisition of knowledge you have, because you're the Caliph of Allah (Kheyrieh, 2005: 247).

While every bird of the crow these methods
Wise is wise, accessed cache
Yet four people, like birds Khalil
He symbolizes the soul mustache
And Khalil, engage the imagination of good and evil
The Tiger, from head to foot Release
All of you, and all your components.
The solution is, spray your feet
Of your world, it is Hazard
Behind hundred mounted troops
Ankh The tone was used as the framework
Names, the four chicken seditious
If the people want to live forever
Transfer chicken saddle Head on four bad
Open living now, of another kind
That is after the loss Susan
Four spiritual Chicken Bandit
Have involved the khan home
Like Amir, including hearts go
In this of Caliph to you
Tiger's head four live poultry
People now have eternal Not Eternal
Peacock relations and sets, and sets the cock crow
This example creates four people involved
Relations is greed, and cock it Lust
Peacock and ambitious as the crow security (5 / 32-44)
Bird revival and miracles of Jesus
And a messenger to the children of Israel, that I may come from the Lord of Annie Create for you clay bird niche Vonda the here.

Birds, God willing, will cleanse and Obi km including and Dehorn in Obi km including and Dehorn km in the houses that in to km's that you were believers (Al-Emran / 49).

I may come from the Lord roof you indicate Annie from him for Annie Create km Balder and Alta and Ash Alamo of clay souls who are willing to be replaced bird to bird Rev. Jerusalem from the intensity of longing Vonda the puffs of science and the divine breath of life Alma, 2 Qs"

As God, Jesus son of Mary List the favor on for you said on Alit you as upheld by the Holy Spirit made statements people in the cradle and Taking learned you and book, the Torah and the Gospel Taking create a clay bird ears Vonda where on birds ears .... (Maedeh / 110).

And it creates clay Ash mind which is pure willingness However and Alamo bird Hearts plane to the presence of the Holy of impartiality for her world and mullah ears ie: my knowledge and my ability and facilitative when manifested qualities of my life and my knowledge and my ability for you and your heath and Astana beware Vonda where the spirit of perfection, the lives of real science Beltane Aloha birds breath abstract fly Rev. Jerusalem to stand adoration (Ibn Arabi, 2002, vol. 1: 188).

Impression that the soul of Christ, the fulfillment and greatness miracles attributed to him, the same divine spirit at the same time, the result is the underlying concept of a color. As the breath of Esau, who, from his charm from gives life to the dead body, and to cure every ill in his cause seems to be, as if the spirit of Esau is that, although the term remains pray the word, not unique voice and appearance (Zarrinkoob, 2003: 73).

The verse that lives up to the stature of clay bird, the miracle of Jesus as presented Is, interpreting the life of forgiveness, guidance human. The teachings of Jesus to human life, which is made of flowers and a handful of soil, in the light of faith alive and gives life, the men under his training has grown, the soil cage jumped into the heavens, and to reach the highest degree of humanity.

Water and mud because of his tail Pasture
Open plumage, the Bird Nest (1/865)

The result

The Word of God is coded. To decode accessible to interpretation. Can be dynamic and innovative new interpretation, because the password is never-ending. Anyone can make sense of it, to another level of understanding. Following the key features that can be said about the usual interpretation, the text has been kept secret. Password is an excellent expression of supernatural. Tangible object that is represented as supreme, because it shows the key turned, and has enhanced their sense of the highest order. Ibn Arabi scholar manifestation of God, the creation of the mind and body active. Active in the realm of fantasy things, the interpretation will be encoded. Giving wings to the spirit of the old code, because the device Flight wings, indicating the release of the soul from the bondage of the flesh.

The ability to fly in the sky is not easily achieved, but a search of perfection and liberation from the earth to cultivate inward focus, it is possible to achieve. Phoenix myth of perfectionism, the literature is the best evidence for this journey. The "Phoenix," I have a real manifestation of the "C-Bird," that is, to identify themselves in a difficult step, and a very long established and its sequel, in the "Phoenix" and to reach excellence. From the perspective of Ibn Arabi interpretation "Hoopoe", the story of Solomon his inner forces that are absolutely under his authority. And Solomon, because of the force that had everything under control and the highest authority, and attained the rank. The interpretation of " Four of the birds " the story of Abraham, who is his own person must post temperaments, within her, and again life is dominated by calling on them, and their authority to forgive them, so that God would Sunset reached.
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